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1. Introduction 

 
Safety assessments of disposal systems heavily rely 

on modeling techniques that are based on the evolution 

of disposal sites and scenarios involving radionuclide 

release. However, the uncertainties surrounding the 

spatio-temporal behavior of disposal sites over long 

periods necessitate efforts to enhance the reliability of 

disposal safety case. Recently, safety case has 

emphasized the acquisition of broader and more diverse 

safety proof[1]. As part of these efforts, Natural 

Analogues(NA) Study has been initiated to explore 

natural systems resembling the environment around 

radioactive waste disposal sites, serving as 

supplementary safety proof to improve understanding 

long-term behavior and to validate deep-geological 

disposal safety programs. Consequently, there is a need 

to develop database system to utilize the complicated 

results of NA studies over the world effectively.  

 

2. Developing a Domestic NA Information System 

 

2.1 Purpose and Necessity 

 

Firstly, there is a need to collect geological, hydraulic, 

and mineralogical data obtained through field drilling 

and literature and to categorize them systematically with 

disposal system components(engineering barrier and 

natural barrier), and to manage them step by step. 

Secondly, domestic environmental input data are 

required for use in the safety assessment of the Korean 

disposal system. Thirdly, from a long-term evolutionary 

perspective, it is necessary to consider the possibility of 

extreme environments beyond Korea's geological and 

climatic environments, requiring the construction of 

global NA information data. Lastly, NA information 

database can suggest the natural evidences and the 

understanding the concept of disposal system and the 

safety, enhancing non-professional public confidence.  

 

2.2 Structure of the NA database System and the 

Current Status of Domestic NA Study 

 

Classification criteria for the domestic NA 

information database (DB) system have been formulated 

[2]. Table 1 illustrates the component elements for the 

Engineered Barrier System (EBS) and Natural Barrier 

system(NBS) considered within the natural analogue 

database.  

 

Table 1: classification of NA database[2] 

 
 

Domestic NA study has been conducted through a 

combination of on-site field drilling and laboratory 

experiments with three domains: uranium nuclide 

transport, buffer material, and disposal container 

material. Accordingly, NA database is gathered 

regarding uranium deposits as analogous to radioactive 

waste, copper/iron deposits as analogous to disposal 

containers, and clay bentonite deposits as analogous to 

buffer materials.  

In studies pertaining to the natural behavior of 

nuclides using domestic uranium mines, various 

analyses have been conducted to acquire fundamental 

characteristics of groundwater and rock formations at 

two research sites: the Boeun Hoenam-myeon Research 

Site and the Geumsan Suyeong-ri Research Site, along 

with the KAERI KURT (Underground Research Turnel). 

In the bentonite study, geological, mineralogical, 

physicochemical, and microbiological characteristics 

are examined not only for the bentonite mineral of 

candidate sites but also for the surrounding environment 

encompassing rocks, groundwater, and microorganisms. 

Notably, Pohang Yeongil and Gyeongju Yangnam areas 

have been designated as candidate sites. 

Regarding the NA study of disposal container 

materials, ancient artifacts constructed from copper and 

iron are investigated as natural counterparts to disposal 
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containers. Investigations encompass the burial 

environment of the Korean Peninsula and the corrosion 

properties of iron/copper artifacts. Soil and metal 

artifacts retrieved from archaeological sites within the 

Seoul 15th-16th districts and the Sejong Smart Green 

General Industrial Complex construction project site 

have been subjected to analysis. 

 

2.3 Utilization and Current Status 

 

M. H. Baik et al. suggested that categorization of NA 

information could be categorized into five distinct 

groups based on application function in the safety case 

(Table 2)[2].  

 
Table 2: Categories of the application of NA database[2] 

 Categories Code 

Quant

itative 

Input for safety and 

Performance Assessments 
ISP 

Model validation MV 

Qualit

ative 

Scenario Development SD 

Understanding Improvement UI 

Demonstration and Education DE 

 

According to the criteria, all the collected NA 

information were analyzed and the distribution of the 

application of current NA database was depicted(Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Distribution of application domain of EBS database 

(left, green) and NBS database(right, blue) 

 

As Fig. 1 shown, an analysis of the distribution of 

application reveals that the most significant applicability 

lies within the domain of UI for both EBS and NBS. 

Concerning the EBS(green), it is predicted that 

quantitative application fields (ISP, MV) would exhibit 

relatively lower utilization because the NA data from 

the natural environment have been generated by 

complex interaction, it would be improper to relatively 

simplified engineering barrier formula models. 

Conversely, at the qualitative explanation and education 

realm (DE) for deep geological disposal, it is expected 

that the visual presentation of information, capable of 

demonstrating the robustness of the EBS, would induce 

its full utilization. 

On the other hand, the natural barrier system(NBS) 

shows minimal utilization at the DE domain. It is 

because the extensive evolutionary change process of 

NBS occurs over an extended period, surpassing human 

lifespans, and visual identification may be challenging 

like microbial domains.  

 

3. Conclusions 

 

To effectively utilize the collected NA information 

data, it is imperative to classify and systematize this 

information. In this study, various NA research results 

were collected and categorized to establish NADB 

system. The application of NA database was also 

predicted with 5 types. The better application of NA 

research results can be achieved by systematically 

classifying and reconstructing them in accordance with 

the purpose. And the distribution analysis for 

application domain made it effective to assess the 

current status of NA study and the results.  
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